W/C 11th January 2021

Monday:
‘An Academy to be Proud of’

All worksheets,
templates and resources
will
d be available on Class

November

Dojo daily and on the
Armfield Website under
Year Two remote

English: Today, you are going to continue writing your information
text. Please use your plan to help you change your bullet pointed facts into
interesting sentences. This will be paragraph 2 in your plan. You should have
written paragraph one on Friday. Please look at the example to help you.
Maths: Today, we are going to subtract a 1-digit number using
ten frames and then our fingers. You can use the template provided or
draw these in your exercise book. Please watch the video
posted this
morning on Class Dojo.

learning.

Tuesday:
English: Today,

you are going to continue writing your

Wednesday:

information text. Please use your plan to help you change
your bullet pointed facts into interesting sentences. This
will be paragraph 3 in your plan. Please look at the example
to help you.
Maths: Today, we are going to drawing our Base 10 to
subtract a 2-digit number from a 2-digit number. Our
subtraction today will require us to exchange some tens
for ones. Please watch the video posted on Class Dojo
to show you how to do this.

Thursday:
English: Today, we are going to be learning a new spelling
rule – adding -ing to a word ending in -y with a consonant
before it. Use the powerpoint to help you learn the rule and
then complete the activities provided.
Maths: Today we are going to continue subtracting a 2-digit
number from a 2-digit number. On Tuesday and Wednesday,
we did this by drawing our Base Ten. We are going to take it
one step further today, to a more abstract concept. You are
going to have a go at drawing a blank number line and take
away appropriate steps/jumps. We have done this in class
quite a few times. We need to make sure that we are secure
in this method. Watch the video to recap how we do this.

English: Today, you are going to continue writing
your information text. Please use your plan to help
you change your bullet pointed facts into interesting
sentences. This will be your Fun Facts paragraph in
your plan. Please look at the example to help you.
Maths: This morning, you are going to continue to
practise subtracting a 2-digit number from a 2-digit
number. It is important that we are really secure
with understanding how and why we need to
exchange ones. Please watch yesterday’s video again
to recap how to do this before having a go at today’s
challenges.

Friday:
English:Today, we are going to do a reading activity linked to our
topic. Can you read the text ‘A Place for Plastic’ which will be on
Dojo and then answer the following questions?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can you predict what ‘vast’ means?
How does the plastic bag travel?
Can you predict what ‘wonderous’ means?
Why did the ‘explorer’ need to search for a place to
belong? Why did he not belong in the sea?
What is the ‘brightly coloured cloud’?
What is the story trying to encourage us to do?

Maths: Today, you will complete more work on
subtracting a 2-digit number from a 2-digit number.
If you were secure in doing this yesterday
completely independently, then please go straight to
the ‘Burning Up’ challenge (red).

Mrs Maano’s Phonics Group:

Miss Isherwoods’s Phonics Group:

Monday: Today we will recap our sounds and
practise reading some words. Watch Mrs
Maano’s video on Dojo.
Tuesday: We are learning the sounds ‘j’ and ‘v’.
Watch the videos here: ‘j’ video ‘v’ video
Wednesday: We are learning the sounds ‘w’ and
‘x’. Watch the videos here: ‘w’ video
‘x’ video
Thursday: Mrs Maano is going through some
tricky words. Watch her video on Dojo.
Friday: Today is a recap of j, v, w, and x. Have a
go at the activity on Dojo.

Monday: Today’s sound is ‘wh’. Watch the video
here.
wheel whisper when which
Tuesday: Today’s is sound is ‘wh’ pronounced as
‘h’. Watch Miss Isherwood’s video on Dojo.
whole
who
whom
Wednesday: Today’s sound is ‘ph’. Watch Miss
Isherwood’s video on Dojo.
Phil
phone
elephant
alphabet
Thursday: Today’s sound is ‘ew’. Watch the
video here. blew chew screw new
Friday: Today we will recap all of this week’s
sound. The activity is on Class Dojo.

Miss Lukes’s Phonics Group:
Monday Today’s sound is oe. Watch the video here.

Miss Haywood’s Phonics Group:

Tuesday: Today’s sound is au. Watch Miss Luke’s video
on Dojo!
Wednesday: Today’s sound is ey. Watch the video
here.
Thursday: Today’s sound is a_e. Watch Miss Luke’s
video on Dojo
Friday: Can you review the sounds of the week? Don’t
forget to practise spelling all of the words which you
saw in your sound videos!

Monday: Today’s sound is alternative
pronunciations for ‘e’. Watch the video here.
Tuesday: Today we will be recapping yesterday’s
learning. Watch Miss Haywood’s video on Dojo.
Wednesday: Today you will be practicing tricky
words. The activity is on Dojo.
Thursday: Today’s sound is an alternative
pronunciation of ‘ey’. Watch Miss Haywood’s
video.
Friday: Today we will be recapping all of our
sounds from this week.

Miss Clarkson’s Phonics Group:
Monday: Today’s sound is ee/ea/e/e_e. Watch the video here.
Tuesday: Today’s sound is alternative pronunciation for ie. Watch
Miss Clarkson’s video on Dojo!

Topic:
Monday: Today in Geography, we are going to be focusing on
where we live. Look at different types of maps here! Read
through the powerpoint to learn more about where we live. It
would be great to go on Google Maps to have a look too. Answer
the following questions and also complete the location sheet.
Colour in our continent, country and town on the worksheet
provided.
Tuesday: Today in Geography, we are going to be learning all
about the world’s oceans. Please read through the Powerpoint to
learn more! Here is a video you can watch to support you. Can
you label the World’s Oceans on the world map and then complete
the Ocean Challenge sheet?
Wednesday: This week in P.E, we would love you to take part in
Safari Yoga. Follow the link here! Don’t forget to warm up and
cool down your muscles! Be safe in the Safari!

Wednesday: Today’s sound is o/oe/o_e. Watch the video
here.

Thursday: Today’s sound is alternative pronunciation for e.
Watch Miss Clarkson’s video on Dojo!

Friday: Can you review the sounds of the week? Don’t
forget to practise spelling all of the words which you saw
in your sound videos!
Thursday: In Science this week, we are going to be
comparing the suitability of materials. We will be looking
at what different items are made out of and why.
Friday: In R.E, we are going to be continuing with our
learning about how Muslims pray. Please watch two videos
and answer the following questions. Here is Video One
and here is Video Two.
What are they doing?
•
What do they pray on?
•
Where can a Muslim pray?
•
How might this help a Muslim focus?
•
Write two questions you would like to ask a
Muslim about prayer.

Additional useful website links:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks1-collection/zbr4scw

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/
U
Hit the Button app - This is useful for practising lots of mental arithmetic skills.

https://www.teachyourmonstertoread.com/

Sumdog app – Please message your class teacher if you have forgotten your log in details.

